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Abstract
Memory architectures need to adapt in order for performance and scalability to be achieved in software for multicore systems. In this paper, we discuss the impact of techniques for scalable memory architectures, especially the use of multiple, non-cache-coherent memory spaces, on the implementation and performance of consumer software. Primarily, we report extensive real-world experience in this area gained by Codeplay Software Ltd., a software tools company working in the area of compilers for video games and GPU software. We discuss the solutions we use to handle variations in memory architecture in consumer software, and the impact such variations have on software development effort and, consequently, development cost. This paper introduces preliminary findings regarding impact on software, in advance of a larger-scale analysis planned over the next few years. The techniques discussed have been employed successfully in the development and optimisation of a shipping AAA cross-platform video game.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Concurrent Programming]: Parallel programming
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1 In the video games industry, an AAA, or Triple-A title, refers to a high-budget (tens of) millions of dollars) video game title, with 100+ people actively involved at any point in time for 1–3 years.
portable software, without compromising on performance. Catering to individual memory architectures can present a significant obstacle to code portability, reuse, and future proofing. This is undesirable, given the costs associated with development of software.

**Contributions of this paper.** After providing an overview of the challenges posed by modern memory architecture and surveying related work (Section 2), we provide a summary of Offload C++ (Section 3). We then discuss the impact of scalable memory architectures on the design of consumer C++ software, describing problems we have faced when applying Offload C++ to large games code bases, outlining techniques we have designed to partially solve these problems, and discussing where these solutions fall short (Section 4). We then discuss an orthogonal issue related to memory systems, that of indexed addressing (Section 5), and describe how Codeplay’s compiler tools help developers write efficient code for architectures with indexed addressing.

## 2. Scalable Memory Architectures

Processor performance has outpaced memory performance, leading to the memory wall [11], which limits scalable performance in multicore architectures. Recent memory architectures aim to accomodate multicore scalability by adopting custom features such as explicitly managed, local scratch-pad memory and DMA transfer mechanisms (e.g. the Cell BE processor [6], as found in the Sony PlayStation 3 console), or on-chip networks (as employed by Intel’s 48-core Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) processor [9]). Scalability of memory systems has also been improved by measures such as dropping formerly standard features like cache-coherency and byte (store) addressing, and by increasing alignment restrictions.

GPU memory architectures are geared towards providing massive bandwidth. This only works well if memory accesses can be combined into large, vector requests that are equally divided over available memory banks. Instead of huge cache hierarchies, in GPU designs, resources are spent on computational and latency tolerant logic. Some fixed-function hardware is present to accelerate texturing (fetching, 2D cache locality and (de)compression). External accelerators like GPUs have the common disadvantage that significant overhead is required to transfer data between host and device memory. Recently, CPU and GPU architectures appear to move in a somewhat more converging direction. CPUs integrate some GPU cores, while memory systems of GPUs start to cache more aggressively.

**A software view of memory.** The traditional software view of memory is as a single, flat address space with a uniform access cost and large capacity. Highly optimised software may take care to ensure optimal cache behaviour, but details of cache architectures are not exposed directly to software.

Changes to memory architectures are subverting this fundamental assumption made by software, which is in turn reflected in programming languages and programming styles. If a platform has special mechanisms to manage data, such as explicit DMA transfers or other local storage manipulation functions, then at the lowest level these can be exposed via intrinsics. When writing SPE code in high performance games for the PlayStation 3 console, developers are forced to write low-level DMA operations using intrinsics. For example, Figure 1 shows what the programmer might write to pull two game entities involved in a collision pair into local store, update their state according to the collision, and write the results back to main memory. The `dma_get` and `dma_put` operations are non-blocking, and are passed an associated tag `t`, hence the two game entities are fetched in parallel; `dma_wait` blocks until all pending operations associated with tag `t` have completed. Correct synchronization of DMA operations is essential for software correctness, but difficult to achieve in practice. The difficulty of DMA programming has prompted design of both static [3] and dynamic [7] analysis tools to detect DMA races.

**Memory hierarchy-aware languages and tools.** Intrinsic-based programming is low-level and non-portable. Many recent programming languages expose a hierarchical view of memory, enabling programmers to exploit data locality directly, yet attempting to minimise manual effort on the part of the programmer. OpenCL [8] and CUDA [12] expose a three level hierarchy, of ‘global’, ‘local’, and ‘private’ memory to programs. Offload C++ [2] (see Section 3) exposes a two level hierarchy of ‘outer’ and ‘local’ memory, while Sequoia [5] exposes a multi-level model.

Alternatively, a compiler or run-time system may provide an application with the illusion of a flat address space, using underlying mechanisms and predetermined policies to move code and data transparently to where in the memory hierarchy it may be most efficiently accessed. This is performed in the XLC C++ and OpenMP compiler [4] and the Hera JVM [10] for the Cell BE.

## 3. Offload C++

In Section 4, we describe problems we faced when adapting AAA games code to run on systems with multiple memory spaces, using Offload C++. We first give a brief overview of Offload C++; for full details please see [2].
Problem (4) is solved via an extended type system. Pointers and references declared inside an offload block scope are automatically type qualified with a new \texttt{__outer} qualifier if they reside on the accelerator but reference host memory. Offload C++ maintains strong type checking to refuse erroneous pointer manipulations such as assignments between pointers into different memory spaces.

\textbf{Example.} Figure 2 shows a simplified version of a video game loop, where AI computation is performed for game entities (\texttt{calculateStrategy}), collisions are detected (\texttt{detectCollisions}), and the results of these are used to update and render the game world (\texttt{updateEntities} and \texttt{renderFrame}). Suppose that strategy calculation and collision detection can be safely performed in parallel, and we wish to offload strategy calculation to an accelerator. This is achieved by wrapping this call in an offload block, by using the \texttt{__offload} keyword as shown in the figure. (In practice, some additional syntax is used to pass parameters to the block, which we do not discuss due to space limitations.) When execution reaches the offload block, the Offload C++ runtime launches an accelerator thread to execute \texttt{calculateStrategy}. To do so, an accelerator version of this method, \textit{and all methods it may call}, must be pre-compiled. The runtime immediately returns control to the host thread, which executes \texttt{detectCollisions} in parallel with the accelerator. The \texttt{__offload\_join} library function is used to synchronize the offloaded thread, when its results are required. During execution of \texttt{calculateStrategy} by the accelerator, any accesses to host memory are automatically compiled into data transfers that go through a software cache.

4. \textbf{The Impact of Scalable Memory Architectures on Consumer Software}

We now discuss the impact of changes to memory architectures on the design of video games, challenges these changes have posed when applying Offload C++ to offload large fragments of game code in systems with multiple memory spaces, and solutions we have used to solve these problems.

Game code is typically structured such that code is organized into functional sections (e.g., AI, collision detection, rendering, physics). These sections are often distributed across memory spaces, and the design of these sections on systems with multiple memory spaces is a challenge.

Problem (1) is solved by equipping the compiler with techniques for automatic function duplication. There are two cases where manual annotations are required to help the compiler: one is when a call graph rooted in an offload block calls functions in separate compilation units, which are not immediately available for compilation. The other is that the programmer must specify which methods or functions may be called virtually or via function pointer inside an offload block. This list of methods, called a \textit{domain}, and techniques for dynamic dispatch, are discussed in Section 4.1.

Figure 2. Simplified example showing how an offload block could be used in a games context

Offload C++ extends the C++ language with a new keyword, \texttt{__offload}, which is used to prefix a lexical scope to indicate that the code within the scope should begin executing asynchronously in a separate thread. The lexical scope is called an \textit{offload block}. Offload C++ is geared towards architectures like the Cell BE, consisting of a host core and a number of accelerators, where the accelerator and host instruction sets are different, and where each accelerator is equipped with its own private, scratch-pad memory. In the Cell architecture, the host is the Power Processor Element (PPE), and the accelerators are the Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs), each of which has 256K of scratch-pad memory. In this context, wrapping a portion of code in an offload block indicates that:

1. The code within the block should be offloaded to an \texttt{accelerator core} (SPE)
2. The host should continue to execute, so that the offloaded accelerator thread runs in parallel
3. Data declared inside the offload block should be allocated in scratch-pad memory
4. Access from within the offload block to data declared outside the block should result in automatically generated data-movement code

Making this work for full C++ involves solving some challenging issues related to (1) and (4). For (1), it is necessary to statically identify all code invoked (directly, or indirectly through chains of possibly virtual function calls) from the offload block and compile it separately for the accelerator cores. For (4), to compile pointer dereferences it must be possible to determine whether a pointer refers to local memory, in which case a standard load/store can be issued, or to host memory, in which case an inter-memory space data transfer must be initiated.

Consider a C++ method call, \texttt{obj->f(...)}. In a traditional system with a single memory space, the ‘\texttt{obj}’ pointer is dereferenced to obtain a pointer to the virtual table...
The virtual table pointer is dereferenced with an offset to obtain the address for the particular implementation of method $v$ to call. Consider now a system equipped with accelerator cores, where each accelerator has a private local memory, and suppose that $obj$ refers to an object stored in the local memory of a particular accelerator. Consider the invocation of $obj\rightarrow f(\ldots)$ by a thread running on this accelerator core. It seems natural that we would wish the method call to be executed by the accelerator, operating on fast local memory. Conversely, if $obj$ refers to an object in main memory, and the call is issued by the host core, we would expect the appropriate implementation of $v$ to be executed by the host. To make this work in practice, for systems where different types of cores have incompatible instruction set architectures, we must move away from the setting where each object type has a single associated vtable.

We now describe the implementation of the system used for virtual method dispatch within Offload C++ for the Cell BE. First, as mentioned in Section 3, the Offload C++ language allows the programmer to annotate offloaded code with details of which functions and methods are expected to be invoked through dynamic dispatch. These will be pre-compiled to execute on an accelerator core using local memory. When compiling an offload block for an SPE core, the compiler tracks the context of call sites, to determine whether a call requires dynamic dispatch (either because it is a virtual call, or through a function pointer). In this case, a system of inner and outer domains is used, as illustrated in Figure 3. Instead of a normal vtable lookup and call, a domain lookup is performed after vtable lookup to determine if an implementation of the routine is present in the local memory space. This lookup is a two-stage process. First, a search over an array of known virtual method addresses, the outer domain, determines whether the routine is present in local store. If a potential match is found in the outer domain, the index of the matching pointer in the outer domain is used to index into the inner domain. Within the inner domain, we obtain details of function duplicates present – distinct combinations of memory spaces in arguments require distinct duplicates to be made with the appropriate data transfer code. Overloads may be selectively compiled, so there is no guarantee that a full set is present. The inner domain details the number of duplicates present, in a sequence of identifier, function address pairs. The identifier is compiler generated meta-data to identify the signature of the routine with respect to combinations of memory spaces. Once a function address is obtained with an id matching the desired duplicate, the address of the desired routine in local store is known, and the call can be performed.

At present, if a dynamically dispatched function does not provide a match in the inner domain, an exception is generated, providing information which the programmer can use to tell the compiler which methods should be pre-compiled for local dynamic dispatch. Elaborations on this technique could implement alternative behaviours, such as on-demand code loading for functions not present in local memory.

**Practical experience offloading virtual methods in games.**

In the games domain, there is usually only a small selection of virtual functions that can be called at a given point in an algorithm. For example, in physics computations, virtual calls to collision callback methods are invoked (one method for each combination of object types that might collide), while during game AI, specific checks used in decision making involve virtual invocations. Thus annotating a given portion of code to be offloaded with a set of methods to be called virtually is often not too onerous.

However, we have found practical cases where virtual method annotations start to explode. Recently, in applying Offload C++ to a AAA title, we found that, without performing code restructuring, it was necessary to annotate a portion of offloaded code with upwards of 100 virtual functions. The problem was that the game used an abstract component system, performing more than $\sim 1300$ virtual calls per frame, which we tried to offload in its entirety. We realised that, for a given task, only a selection of types and virtual methods were actually used when the portion of code offloaded was executed. We therefore restructuring the component system to be type specialised, in 1 day, and without loss of generality. We wrote a separate offload for each task, one per component, instead of a single offload for all the distinct components, resulting in 13 separate type-specialised offloads. After the restructuring, the maximum number of virtual functions associated with a portion of offloaded code being shipped in this particular game is $\sim 40$.

For performance critical regions of code, avoiding virtual methods is important when offloading to systems with multiple memory spaces. The uniform abstraction of a virtual call such as $move()$ hides the specific type, and hence size, of the object on which the function is invoked. Consequently, the object data cannot be prefetched into fast local store. We have found that it is possible to achieve sufficient performance when all commonly accessed data cannot be prefetched. However, processing objects in groups of uniform type permits prefetching and double buffered transfers, for further performance increases. Thus, despite the support for virtual methods in the presence of multiple memory spaces provided by the Offload compiler, develop-
ers may still need to spend time rewriting portions of code to avoid virtual calls. Nevertheless, the support provided by Offload C++ provides an important stepping stone between no offloading whatsoever, and an offloaded and fully optimized routine. It took 1 developer 2 months to offload the very complex existing AI code of a AAA game to SPU, with \( \sim 200 \) lines of additional code resulting in a 50% performance increase. We note that the restructuring to avoid virtual method calls additionally improved performance across the range of target platforms, including targets with traditional memory architectures.

4.2 Data Locality Optimisations

Data locality and virtual calls. Virtual calls can be expensive when performed repeatedly in a tight loop, with little computation per invocation. Unfortunately, this use case is common in games designed in an OO style. Consider the loop in the following example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{GameObject} & \ast \text{objects}[N\_OBJECTS]; \\
\ldots \\
\text{GameObject} & \ast \text{current} = \&\text{objects}[0]; \\
\text{for} \ (\text{int} \ i = 0; \ i < N\_OBJECTS; \ i++) \\
& \{ \text{current} \rightarrow \text{move}(); \ \text{current}++; \}
\end{align*}
\]

which iterates over a collection of pointers to objects, invoking virtual method `move` on each. There is a negative performance impact when both the collection of pointers (`objects`), and the referenced objects (targets of pointers in `objects`) are allocated in a non-local memory space where access is via a high latency channel. On each iteration, the current pointer indexing into the container is dereferenced, triggering a transfer between memory spaces, to obtain a pointer to an object, which is dereferenced again to locate a function address in the table to perform the virtual call. Each iteration therefore incurs the latency of two dependent memory transfer operations, a significant overhead, especially in the case where the per object computation does not take substantial time.

Software Cache Systems. Cache systems have been implemented in software for diverse memory architectures to mitigate transfer overhead [1, 15]. Software cache lookup introduces some overhead, but this is typically outweighed by the performance increase from avoiding performing repeated accesses to data via inter-memory transfers, a problem common in adapting existing code to support multiple memory space architectures. A compiler can identify and alter each access to use a cache when appropriate during compilation. Offload C++ provides this facility, through its type system which differentiates between pointers to local and host data from within an offload block (see Section 3). To support this, we have developed several software caches, favouring different types of application behaviour. The programmer must decide, based on profiling, which cache is most suitable for a given offload; this is beyond the scope of the compiler.

Accessor Classes and Source Level Portability.

Programmers can use portable accessor classes (efficient data access abstractions) and knowledge of their application's access patterns to achieve high performance. Offload provides a number of accessor classes, written using C++ templates and operator overloading [14].

To minimize transfers, and to better exploit a fast local store, we use an Array accessor class as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{GameObjects} & \ast \text{objects}[N\_OBJECTS]; \\
\ldots \\
\text{GameObjects} & \ast \text{local} \_\text{objects}; \\
\text{GameObjects} & \ast \text{current} = \&\text{local} \_\text{objects}[0]; \\
\text{for} \ (\text{int} \ i = 0; \ i < N\_OBJECTS; \ i++) \\
& \{ \text{current} \rightarrow \text{move}(); \ \text{current}++; \}
\end{align*}
\]

We have interposed an Array data accessor between the original array, and the code to access that array. This accessor class is part of the Offload C++ library, and will perform a single, efficient bulk transfer of the array of pointers into fast local store. Subsequently, it acts like an array, allowing indexing operations. This removes a high latency transfer operation from each iteration, increasing performance. On a shared memory system, an Array implementation provides direct access to data. We have not explicitly stated how the array is to be transferred: this can be factored out in the implementation of Array, permitting the use of this technique on portable code.

We have added such data transfer code to optimise offloaded game code compiled using function duplication when executing on multiple address space systems. Similar source changes will arise in systems with multiple memories in single address space, where consideration must be given to inter-memory transfers.

5. Indexed Addressing

Memory systems usually are based on addresses that refer to bytes. Some addressing systems, however, are word-oriented (e.g. TigerSHARC) or vector-oriented (e.g. PlayStation 2 vector unit). In such systems, using an assembler instruction to add 1 to an address causes the address to refer to the next word or vector, instead of the next byte. This allows a much simpler memory architecture, and such a system can be used to index into registers instead of memory. However, this can cause problems with software, as most modern software assumes byte addressing. The problems are only normally visible when defining pointers to data that is smaller than the addressing unit size, or when accessing elements of data structures which are smaller than the addressing unit size.

Solutions to this problem are: use a language that uses word addressing, such as BCPL [13]; keep all pointers as byte-pointers and convert when dereferencing, or use a hybrid approach that allows most existing byte-pointer code to work on word-addressed systems. BCPL uses a system whereby all pointers are word pointers. When processing byte pointers (e.g. for strings) special library routines are used. Such languages are rare on modern systems, creating a code portability problem. Keeping pointers as byte-pointers and converting on dereference gives the greatest
level of portability, but at the expense of an often unacceptable performance hit. Compiling a pointer dereference (a common operation in C++ code) may require several shifts and some logical operations. The following example works when keeping pointers as byte-pointers, but may be inefficient on word-addressed architectures:

```c
for (int i=0; i<N; i++) { *string++ = (char)i; }
```

In designing compilers for game vendors, we have devised a hybrid approach that largely maintains software portability. The novelty of our approach is that the compiler statically generates errors when applied to code that is inefficient for the device. We define an extra attribute for each pointer data type: the addressing unit size. So we can have two types of char pointers:

```c
char __word *p; // word-addressed pointer to a char
char __byte *p; // byte-addressed pointer to a char
```

By default, a non-annotated pointer is treated as word-addressed. This means that, by default, any char pointer can only point to word-aligned bytes. If we do arithmetic on the pointer, e.g., computing `p+1`, then we ensure that the type is now byte-addressed, but the value contains a word-addressed element (in this case `p`) and a byte-addressed offset (in this case 1). This makes the operation of dereferencing the pointer quite efficient: we know that we can load a word at the address pointed to by `p`, and that we then extract the second byte from that word, which we can compile efficiently, because we know it is a constant value of 1. If we attempt to add an integer variable `x` to `p`, then we know that we will get a variable byte-pointer, and that cannot be dereferenced efficiently, so we raise a compilation error. This forces the user to think about the pointer arithmetic they are performing, and rewrite it in a more efficient manner.

An extended type-checker allows pointer expressions derived from word-addressed pointers to be assigned to byte-addressed pointers, but prohibits non-word-addressed values from being assigned to word-addressed pointers. This is illustrated by the following, where `p` is word-addressed:

```c
char *q = p+4; // this is legal, if the word size is 4
char *q = p+1; // this is illegal
char __byte *q = p+1; // this is legal
```

This allows us to define and operate on structures containing byte elements, which is the most common use-case for byte-addressing on word-addressed memory architectures:

```c
struct T { char a, b, c, d;
       *p; // this is a word-pointer to data of type T
     // This works, using the constant offsets of 'a' and 'b'
     p->a = p->b;
```

Our technique does not easily support operations on arrays of characters (i.e., strings). This is rarely a problem in practice: processors equipped with word-addressed memory are not usually designed to operate on text, hence the decision to use word addressing in the first place. We have found that game developers prefer the hybrid technique when they want to be highlighted of inefficient code generation.

6. Conclusions

The issue of how to improve consumer software, such as games, to make better use of memory architectures is a multi-faceted problem. We have illustrated some problematic hardware / software interactions that occur at present, and suggested techniques for dealing with these instances, with illustrative examples from Offload C++, a programming language and system for offloading large portions of C++ code to run on accelerator cores with local stores.

Exploiting the full performance of architectures with multiple memory spaces in an existing code base can be a complex, costly process. Yet, the alternative of rewriting software from scratch for each new architecture is even less appealing. We believe that this issue has to be attacked from two directions. Software developers require better compilers and portable libraries to support new memory architectures, while common patterns for memory-aware application refactoring must be identified.
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